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ABSTRACT 

In broad terms, the thesis deals with the problem of 

determining the rate of growth of a function of exponential 

type along a line from its rate of growth along a sequence 

of points on (or near) the line. 

z 	= reit)) throughout denotes a complex variable. 

a, b, c 	n cn, 	, and 0 c and k etc., with or without 

suffixes, denote constants. 

Chapter 1 contains an introduction giving a detailed 

historical background and statement of important results 

known up to date. 

In Chapter .2 we state the main results of our thesis. In 

§ 2.1 we give theorems for integral functions and in § 2.2 

we mention an application of one of these theorems. In § 2.3 

we state results about functions analytic in an angle. 

In Chapter 3 we state and prove a number of lemmas needed . 

for the proofs of our, theorems. 

Chapter 4 contains proofs of the various theorems stated 

n Chapter. 2. 

In'the end we give a bibliography. 
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CHAPTER :1 

INTRODUCTION 

It was discovered by Carlson that an ,  integral function f(z) 

satisfying 

(1) 	If(z)I < M eb  Z 	(b< Yr ) 
is completely determined by its values at the points n611. In 

fact ( [23] p. 186; for other proofs see [14] ). 

THEOREM A. If f(z) is regular at all points inside the angle 

..at <A 	, where ot > ; If ( z )1 < M eb  lz  I where b Or , throughout  

this angle, f(t) . 0 for n 	1, 2,...; then f(z) is identic- 

-ally zero. 

The example f(z) = sin TTZ shows that b := Tr is not admissible. 

The hypothesis placed on the growth of f(z) implies that the 

indicator diagraMt(defined only for -ocieS.cit ) of the function 

has width less than 21T in the direction of the imaginary axis. 

Carlson's theorem is then included in the following more general 

result due to Playa ( [22] ; 	p* 153). 

THEOREM B. If f(z) is regular and of exponential type in the  

half plane 3c>0 and its indicator diagram is not bounded on the  

right by a vertical line segment of leneth 2w or more. then  

f(z)? 0 if f(n) .2'0, n = 0, 

Carlson's theorem can be generalized by allowing the width 

of the indicator 'diagram to reach 2w if a supplementary hypoth-

-esis is 'satisfied. In the following theorem A(t) denotes the 

nuMber of XII  not exceeding t, where fXrii. is an increasing 

tYor definition and properties of Indicator Diagram see 
((A, Chapter 5). -- 



sequence of positive numbers. 

THEOREM C. If f(z) is regular and. of exponential type in 

x> 0 f( An) = 09 

(2) A (")? x + OIL 

(3) log If(i)f(-il.)1_< arrilll 0- (1 1)}), 
and 
(4) 0-(t)dt = 0(1e) 

then f(z) E 0 if 

  

(5) lim sup jt(t)-cr(t)}thi= R-+oo 
For a proof of Theorem C see ([51, p. 155). 

For functions of exponential type in a half plane there is 

a very general result of Fuchs [13] which is particularly 

interesting because it is the best possible result of its kind. 

THEOREM D. If f(z) is regular for x>0 and 0(ec i zi) and if 
An) = 0, with A' >0 n.+1 	n>g > 6 then f(z)E.--.0 if 

lim sup r".2eirr  8(r) co 

where 

exPi E 
<r• 

and. if (6) is not true there is an f(z) satisfying all the  

hypotheses of the theorem and. not identically zero. 

If f(z) is an entire function of exponential type and has 

zeros at all the integers, we :41,601 	the following theorem 

which neither includes nor is included. by Theorem C. 



THEOREM E. If f(z) is an entire function of exponential  

type whose indicator diagram has width at most arin the 

direction of the imaginar,y axis,.and does not contain two  

horizontal straight line segments whose perpendicular distance 

apart is  271r then if f(z).. 0 for z 
.. 	. 

f(z) = e°--z  '?(z) sin irrz, .:.  

where ft(z) is an entire function of zero exponential type. 

This theorem which is due to Valiron [25] contains the 

following result of Paya [22] 

THEOREM F. If f(z) is. an entire function of exponential  

f(z) = 0 for z = 0,±l,±2,..., 

(7 (7) 	)1<E(r) 

then f(z) P(z) sin irrz, where P(z) is a polynomial of degree  

got exceeding p. 

In particular, if E(r) 0(1) in Theorem F, f(z) 0. 

The more general problem of determining the rate of growth 

©f- a function of exponential type along a line from its rate 

of growth along a sequence of points on the line was considered 

by Paya. He remarked (pi, see formula (70), p. 606) that if 

f(z) is an integral function satisfying (1) then the growth of 

the function along any radius arg z .? is determined by its 
growth at .a special sequence of points in the sense that 

(8)-. Iim 'sup 
r400. logIr reiF)I. lim sup n's  1 glf(nei?)I n•-). 00 

Various generalizations of (8) were made without any gain in 

e(r) 0(1.13 ), 
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"depth" (see N I  p. 244, and [4]). A remarkable advance was 

made by Miss Cartwrightp.01 in proving that an integral funct-

-ion satisfying (1) and bounded at the positive and negative 

integers is bounded along the whole of the real axis. If 

further f(n) has a limit as n tends to infinity by positive 

integer values, then f(x) has the same limit as x tends to 

infinity by posittve values. Miss Cartwright also established 

the natural extension of the first of these results to funct-

=ions regular and of finite order in an angle. Her methods 

depended on the use of Lagrange's interpolation formula and 

the so called Phragmen-,Lindelof principle. Other proofs have 

been given by Pfluger[4, MacintyreD.91, Boas and Schaeffer 

H and Korevaar[5], Macintyre developed a number of interpo-

-lation formulae from the"Borel-Laplace" transformation and 

obtained the extensions of both the results of Miss Cartwright 

to functions of finite order in an angle. The basic formula 

is contained in, the following ([19], p. 4). 

THEOREM G. If f(z) is an integral function satisfyinK (1) 

lim sup .If (.t 
n--)oo 

1/n 
<1 

  

then for b<w<arr-,b' 

(9) 	f(z) 	t sin 6)(z-'11)  f(n) e7E Int 
E.+0 Tr _04, 	zn 

He also proved the folloiing lemma-WhiCh enables many 

results to be generalized from entire functions' of exponential 

type (for which proofs are often easier) to functions which 



are only of exponential type in an angle. 

MCINTYRE'S LEMMA. Let f(z) be regular and of exponential  

type in  targ z I <0( <IL , h(lot) Orsinot , h(0) < O. Then 

f(z) 	fi(z) + f2(z), 

where f2  (z) is an entire function of exponential type less  

than Ti satisfying the inequality  f2(x) =(:)(-r1;) for 3c-+-oo and 

f l ") 
0 (1.-1 

 e
'rr'sin el) I  

uniformly for  lel < <4)( • 

Miss Cartwright's theorem was extended by Duffin and 

Schaeffer [11] by allowing a Moie.general,sequence in}, but 

keeping the same rate of 'growth for f(z). 

THEOREM OF •DUFFIN AND SoHAEFFFB, If f(z) is entire and.  

atisfies  

(10),, 	'h(12) = lim sup r7  to f(reir)< a Icostiol+ bisinri, 
oo • 

with -b<rr ; if jaJis  an increasing sequence of..  real numbers 
'• 	

sequence
.  . 

such that  An+1 	2S> 0, In..- 	< L, --co<n<co 	and. 

If(an))<11, then If(x)1< BM for .7-90<oc<03 , where K depends  
only on  b, L and S. 

It is implied a by"-atheprem 	BeTT-PteinA[5].,;-

t fPr entire':fuPet$0n 0117A-edatz't e 

t (l). 
A large number of papers have been published -on this topic 

in the recent years by Boas.  (16] and I81), Levinson ( [18]; see, 
• 

also [17] ) , S. N. Bernstein [21, Levin [16] Alltezer 11] • and. 

others. .We quote the following theorem of. Ahiezer. [1] since 



it stands in close analogy with our first three theorems. 

THEOREM OF AHIEZER. Let {Anr be a sequence of complex 
00 

numbers such that A0  = 0, In - An' < L and lAn  - Aid > 2S.  > 0 

for m n. If 

€(z) __ -lim (a - 	(1., 
-N. 	"In 

where the term corresponding to n = 0 is omitted from  7.., 

f(z) is an integral function of exponential type, for which 

for a certain integer q and some  p <  
°°-,' 

I f(A11)12  	/ 

n=-*°e. 	/07011 Xn la" zr  
yo 

) e-2 	tap! 	  24.-4L 
—oo 	 1 +141 
oo 

then 

i du log  
uz  

I 

Y'(z)  f(fin)  

i(
..
an) (z 	1n) 

f( z) ) P(z) 

where a dash to the sign of summation denotes that n 0, and.  

P(z) is the sum of the first q+1 terms of the Maclaurin series 

of the function f(z) z  
)4(z) 

The method of Ahiezer depends on the use of 'Fourier" 

transform. 
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CHAPTER 2 

STATEMENT OF RESULTS 

2.1. We develop a general method for the treatment of this 

question. Our approach consists in integrating a certain 

function along a suitable contour. In the case of integral 

functions the contour is rectangular with sides parallel to 

the real and imaginary axes. We let the two sides parallel to 

the real axis go to infinity, when, as appears in the proofs, 

the integrals along these sides tend to zero. If now. Il  and 

12  denote the integrals along the lines parallel to the 

imaginary axis, then IZ  - 12 is equal to the sum of a certain 

series representing the sum of the residues at the poles of 

the integrand lying inside the rectangular contour. One of the 

integrals Il  and 12  also tends to zero as the corresponding 

side goes to infinity. We obtain I in terms of, a uniformly 

convergent series. We use it to deduce an interpolation formu/ 

from the "Mellin" transformation. Detailed account will be 

givemtwlth the proofs. 

The same idea was used by Hardy OA, pp.33o-331) to give 

a proof of Carlson's theorem* Although it was remarked by,  

Maeintyre ql91, see the second foot note on p. 1) that the 

Mellin transform method does not appear to be convenient for 

obtatring his results we observe that it is in fact capable 

of yielding far more general results and is even simpler. By 

our approach we obtain a number of new results. Besides, in 

order to show the strength of our method we deduce several of 

the known results mentioned in the introduction. 



Unless otherwise stated IA ) will hereafter represent a n _00  
sequence of real numbers ,such that .'n Ant< 141An  - A kzg>0 

for m n and 
N / 

yi(z) 	lim (z 
N-÷00 -N 

where the term corresponding to n = 0 is omitted from m 
We first prove an interpolation formula under three 

different sets of conditions. 

THEOREM 1 If f(z) is an integral function satisfying  

lim sup if( 11)11liAni< + n-s oo 

f(An) e  ElAni co  
f( 	y,(z lim > 	 • 

€4o _00 	y/(An) z - An  

COROLLARY 1, If f(z) is an integral function satisfying 

(13) and,f(An) 	0 for o3< n <co then f(z):42 0. 

THEOREM,  2. If f(z) is an integral function satisfying (12), 

(15)  111)2Q  If.(4)1 
11.1 dt <001 

d. 

   

     

oo 	co 

(16) I 
uz 
du io,f f (4)1

V  w
11.1 .4 _00  

I *U z 

where )4(z) is given by (11), then (14) holds. 

More generally, we have 

(12)  

and 

(13)  

then 

(14)  

I x it)!  e-IT 1 	o, 	(Q=L÷  L ) 



<co,  

d. 

THEOREM 2', If f(z) is an' integral function satisfying 

(12) with X0  = 0, and 'for a certain integer q 

'2 

(17)  

(18)  

then 

(19).  

-.where a dash to the.Olign of .summation indicates that n 

and P(z) is the sum of the first q + 1 terms of the Maclaurin 

series 	of the function f(z) z  
$6(z) 

Conditions (17) and (18) are comparable with conditions 

b) and c) respectively of the theotrem of Ahiezer whereas 

condition (12) is far weaker than condition a) of his theorem. 

If only 

we may conclude by a generalized form of -Littlewood s Tauber-

-ian theorem that the series (19) is not only Abel summable 

but convergent. Thus although TheoreM,2' does not strictly 

include the theorem of Ahiezer„ we have been able to weaken 

condition a) considerably by only slightly strengthening 

conditions .b). and c). 



COROLLARY 2. If f(z) is an integral function satisfying 

(15), (16), and f(Xn) = 0 for -oo < n. < co , then f(z)F.g. 0. 

THEOREM 3. If f(z) is an integral function satisfying (1) 

and. (12), then. (14) holds, 

We shall then indicate hoW it is possible to obtain the 

theorem of Duffin and Schaeffer by our method. 

If in. Theorem 3 we identify the sequence {A 	with the n _00  
sequence of positive and negative integers we shall get a 

result, which, as we shall show in. Chapter 4, leads to 

Theorem G. 

From Theorems 1 and 2 respectively we deduce the following 

theorems which neither include nor are included by 

Miss Cartwright's result. 

THEOREM 4, If f(z) is an integral function satisfying 
00 

(20) lim sup -I-- logj If(x 	e 	die < 0, 

	

±3".")  lx1 	-co 

	

0,±1 	..., then If(x)I=0(loglx1 

THEOREM 5. If f(z) is an integral function satisfying 
roo 

-co co 
(22) 	 log I 	I du 	f(i) ds. = 

u." 	' 	sin nil, r 

ILA If(n)l < K, 	0,±1,-12, ia.s then If( )1 0(log I I) for 
_co < x <co. 

Let now M(r) denote the maximum of If( )Ifor I I= r. We 

13 



next prove the following 

THEOliErl 6. If •f(z) is an. integral function of exponential  

type such that 

(23) 

00 

i, 
.. r2(1 m(r)  TT, r 	<cy3  (q=11+ L  ) 25 

and f(A ) 0 for -co<n<oo ., thenf(z)::e0. n 
We shall show that a special case of this result leads to 

Theorem F. 
2.2. Improving a result of Ferrer [12] on the consistency 

of the cardinal series, J. N. Whittaker [26]proved the followin 

THEOREM'! R. If 

Inl 

and an integral function is defined by 

then provided 0 < A < 1 

n+A) 	f(-n+A) 
A- n 	- A + n 

A consistency theorem was later proved by Noble [20] for 

cardinal series based on sequences )421  where 

(27)  

that •is, series 
,00  A 

(28) ) = Yi(x)) 	 
(x-An) An) 

where j( x) is same as defined in (11). 

f(x) sin Tr(x-A) 

ni < D< log 2 



Then for all  or. we can define 

00 
r(z). G(3c.)>— 

_00 
and 

f(Pn)  
(A) 

Hypothesis (31) reduces in the case --n to 

If lotn1 lienl (-0,4 n400 ) be real sequences such that ot 

and 	P:107 A} satisfy (27) for some real 	and write 

N 1  

(29) 

(3©) 	Hot). 	(.._,eics )TT (1_ m .403 	I  •41 	Al 

THEOREM OF NOBLE. Suppose that An  -00<n.<co is such that 

(31) 
-oo 

virt infD < 

isthich is more restrictive thanWhittaker's condition (24). 

In §4.2 we shall apply Theorem 1,to give an alternative 

proof of'Whittakers result (TheoreM11). By a direct approach 

we shall show that under condition (32) we can prove the 

following: 

THEOREM 7. Ifttnl, NI are real sequences satisfying 

GOO.. 	(x-ob)11 
• N —*go —N 

(1— 	7.  I . 
n 14 



oo  
'f(z)=G(z) >  

-0° 

w. 

H(z) yl 	fc4a)  	f(z), 
to (z-A) (A) 

An 
(z 	G' art) (30 

(35) 

(33) 	n .. 211 < D(W1, 

and (32) holds, then we can define  

16 

where the left hand Side.is taken .to be 	when z=i911. 

By the same approach as used for the proof of Theorem 7 

we shall obtain an interpolation formula for f(z) of Noble's 

theorem 'when D<+.  and A =0 

THEOREM 8. If totnI, 01
3 
are real sequences satisfying 

ni D<-1- 

and (31) holds then for all z we can define  

In the range of D covered by Noble's theorem this result 

aoes not lead to his theorem, 

2.3. In this section we state results for functions regular 

and of exponential type in an angle. We first prove the 

following generalization of Macintyrels lemma. 



THEOREM 9. Let f(z) be regular and of'exponential . type in . 

larg z1. 4ot< 72.1, h(±0Q<kitsinol .h(0)(Tr(i=k). Then' f(z).fi(z)+ 

f(z), where f2(z) is an entire function of exponential type  

	

satisfying the inequality f2(%)..0(12,1 1 ) for 	and.  

fi(z). 0(r-1 eknr 'sin el ) 	zmreJO  

uniformly for lel <fr <04. 

Let ivi(r 44) denote the maximum of 	for 

larg zi<0(5.--1. The example 

f(z). sinnz  
(z+1)2  

shows that if the conditions of Theorem 6 are satisfied in an 

angle then we cannot in general conclude that f(z)r-.0. We can 

however prove the following 

THEOREM 10. Let f(z) be regular and. of exponential type in 

larg zl<ot < 2,, such that  

j(36) 	 r2L 	sine( dr  < 0co 
o 

If {ln } is an increasingi sequence of positive numbers such 
that Aii+1.1.?,2g) a, 	< L, n.0, 1, 2, ...    and f{ )a0 for r. 
0<n<oo I  then f(z).13.(z)(z) where for any /3<0( h(z) is 
regular in larg zl<fi<ot and tends to zero uniformly in the  
angle, and 

17 

34(z)22(z-lo)N11:0 



2L 

11"1> cl  exPoritil z2 

4L 111-(z)1<04.  exp(nivi)(1 1 for all  z; (41') 

and c5  depending only on /, and S' such c3, 04, 

that 

(39)  M>L 

for Iti<L and large,  x such that  

+-1<x<a +Si ; 
2 	rt 

(40)  1y-ot+i I> 

(41)  

CHAPTER 3 

LEMMAS 

Lemma 1 provides certain necessary estimates for 10(z). 

For 'convenience,. ,we suppose that 	> 0 for n>0 .and An< 

for ri <0; if this does not happen to be the case we re-index 

the. 	S so that .7b is the one closest to.  0. Since 	< L 

and there are atmost 	A's between 0 and 	we change 
• . 2r 	• 	- 	• 	- 

the indices at most ii/(28) and so our original conditions 

on.. An  are still satisfied with 	L  
2r .  00 

LEMMA 1. Let {1n 	'be a-sequence' of real . numbers such 
co • 

that 	An• > 2 .>(), 	< L ,00(n<co . If )1 is the one. 

`closest to 'zero. 'then there exist positive numbers Cl, ea' 

IS 



e(z) 1im 
N-oo 

   

19 

(41") So(z)   
..xn 	4 z   exp(rrN)(121+1)4I1 for all z, where the 

 

   

function on the left is assumed to  

have its singularity at z= All  removed. 

(42) 

(420 

I Si/' An)1 > 	I Anr41, 

IY,1(Ardl>c5 Ilnr4/1-1  

for 
2 

in general. 

   

Estimates (39), (41) and (42') are, due to Leyin [16] and 

(42) is implied by a result of Levinson([11,,see (16.04), 

(16.08)), In order: to prove (40) we define , 

where 

t‘o =.2,0 	' 1) ' • • ) it n = An ) 

11,14.1  = x = A 

)tntg ) Nt3  Intz)  • • •; 

) 
	 • f"-A. A-11, 

1A-11-1 = 1-11, 	= AI) 

z = 1-n-1 I r`-n-3 A-n-z) • • • 
oo 

Thus {l„,} ,is a sequence of real numbers such that 
moo 

>0, and in-r-nt L+1+ hn+1 "'" 	 -00<n<02 

e(z)= y(z)(1- 

we have 

Since 



VP:' (x)=- I  Yi(x)(1+1-)., 
I I 

From (42') it follows that there exist positive numbers c2 
and 03 depending only on L and S such that 

I &(x)1 > e2 .1%Fc3. 
The minimum of 13G0+111 evidently occurs for 1..0. Therefore 

1 4(3c+ii)1 > d2. I x   re3  
F:or (411) we simply observe that'the 	s are real and 

so for fixed x, ly,(x4i)I increases as a recedes from the 

real axis. Hence for 11-1<21), assuming li>0 since the result 

otherwise is simple, 

)1 ..  I St,(x+i2L)1‹ '04  exp(2ZTt).{ 4* (211)2 
 2,  L  

21, 

 

 

by (41), This in conjunction with (41) leads to (41'), 

To prove (41") consider the function 

Yo(z) 

z-.An  

which is regular for lz- 1<g and so by the maximum modulus 

principle for la-Ai 

With (41') this leads to (41") for la-An10.  When I 111%!g 

then the result comes immediately from (41') 

1,EMMA 2, If f(z) is' an integral function of ektemmntoltieclowa,  
(00  

(43) 	j(1+111)2Q If(x0 	4)1 

00 

20 



2t 

then  1112Q 
	+i i)1 e-Tr ill 	0 _as ± t-000 . 

• 'The function f(levi-Z)etitz(z+i)241  is regular and of exponent- 

-ial type for 4i.> 0. Also, .from (43) we have 	 
00 

(1+1*1)?(Ilf(20+itle- 	
( 	2411f  - oco+iple-niti -  

o 
<02 * 

By a theorem. of Boas [5, p 991 it follows that 

1+ WI 2Q  If (3c0  +itle-141--40 

as 	11.4co .. Equivalently we have 012q If(xo+iw)Ie TTiti 	0 as 

1-+e° 	In the same way we can prove that 1W12Q  If (x0+4'01C1T111-40  

as it-o-oo 

LEMMA 3. If f( z) is 'regular and of exponential type for 

> 0 and 

(44) 	 'gip! dt <oo, 

then there exist numbers k ot such that  

(45) 

For a proof of Lemma 3 

From Lemma 3 we deduce 

LEMMA. 4. If f(z) is an 

type and  

:t121-  If UPI dt e  

pp. 133-134). 

Of exponential integral function 

oo 
(46) 	 j(1+111)2Q1f(x+iple-niti  dt < CO 



00 

2Q  lf (x+ii)le"." I VI  
0 

(47)  

We can similarly prove that 

If(%+1.1)1e-tri*1  

holds for some finite x then it holds for every finite 3t 

For definiteness we may suppose that (46) holds for x= O. 

If f(z) is an integral function of exponential type then 

f(z)eiltz(z+1)2Q is regular and of exponential' type in p 0 

and. from (45) we get 

(48) Izi 2Q If( 	 k2e(42131,  

On adding the corresponding sides of (47) and (48) we get 
ra) 

I*12q If  (z+itAe-ITIV.I 	iz i 
-03 	 -CO 

ke°113t1  

and. Lemma 4 can be deduced. 

LR111.11 5. Let (i) F(u) E 14- 

co 

k 
	du 

u 

Suppose 7(.n-) is the Fourier transform of lqu i.e. 



r2Q 11(r)> beer. 

If rn  < r 1 rn 	g c' then 

r2Q M(r) > 
irre, 

Q M(r 	" )> bee 	.> ben 

oo 
15(-n) - 	I  14P(u)e-dull. du. 

(2n) .-00 

Let g(z) be analytic for (ai < x < 62, < < c) and. continuous 

4L2 (ai < x < a2, ©< < c).. Suppose (x) = g(x) for 

al 	'1)2  <' a2.''Then!!1(x) 	g(x) for al < ,JC < 

Lemriip.t5: it - stated and:,  prOved 	( [171,p: gi). 	1 -E 	-1Tr 
LEMMA 5, .(23.)...iaqlies -  that for. every-L.' 	r2, M( 

tends to .zero as r4.00' • 

To start with we shall prove that r2Q M(r)e 	0 as r..).00. 

If this is false then there exists a positive number, a such 

that 

(49) 	 1im sup r2Q M(r) nr a. 
r.4.00 

Let 0 <b <a; I < c < . From (49) it follows that there 

exists a sequence rill rn-9, 00 such that for r = rn, 

From the sequence {rn} it is possible to choose an infinite 
subsequence frril, ricf `-4•oo with f such that the intervals 

,rx+4-Flog c), N = 1, 2, • • are disjoint. Thus 
co 	 rtg f ft  .toct 

r?q M(r)e-Irr  dr 



which contradicts (23)". Consequently r2Q  M(r)e --+ 0 as 

From (23) it f011ows that for every E>0 there exists a 

number r(E) such that 

(50) 
r+,/i 

ir 	p2i; m(p)e

r.  

— dr< E 

if r>r(E). If nowP 2Q  M(.P )e T̀TP> 	were satisfied for 

r(E)Cr p<r+iii then 

which contradicts (50) if r: is sUffiCiently large. We have 

therefore 

r some io in (r, r+1). 

Since logir241  M(r) EE log Yt(r) is a convex function of 

log r, we have for every positive A 

2Q m(p)e-nr 



Hence 

(49)  

By making use 

as r—>oo. 

lim )4(r)e 
r.o•ort 

(51) titt(r)j < 	PE(Ar ), 

If we choose Ar such that: A<1+ 

for sUffiCientlylarge r 
frt(a 

TT rl 
)<  a  	then 

nr yr.% 
(1) e 	e  

ar 
Tfr(A+ 

6(1) e 	 

 

  

 

ar 

Tirf2+(1+0(1))/11 
o(1) 	 

 

in (51) we deduced (52). If we make use of (52) in (51) we 

lim 
rr4.06 

Continuing this process indefinitely we shall arrive at the 

desired. conclUsion. 

11(rot), the maximum of If (z)1 for Izi <r and larg z I < < 1)  

is clearly a nondecreasing function of r. We can therefore 

prove that (36) implies 

lim r2(4  r, 	—Trr sins:* n = w • 
r-+co 

25 



LEMMA 7. If g(t) is integrable in the Lebesgue sense, over 

(—itor) and. does not vanish p.p. in this interval, then 
Tr 

G(  ),= 	eZt g(t)dt 
-n 

is an integral function of exponential type such that for  

every, 

IG(-reie)1 +16(rei0 )1 ;;g0teer( leo:311 -4)  

where cis a fixed positive number and  g is any positive  

number. 

Let A be the lower bound of numbers t such that g(t)=0 p.p. 

in (TOT) and. B be the upper bound of numbers t such that 

g(t)=0 p.p. in (-Tr,I.). Since we are given g(t)X0 in a set of 

positive measure it follows that A>B. Also g(t)=0 pp. in (A,w) 

and in (-TT,B), but not in any neighbourhood of A or B. Hence.  
A 

G(z)= 	ezt  g(t)dt. 
B 

A B A+B Put t= 	4. 	and we get 
21r 	2 wTr 

A+B: 
6 .(211" 2)eTT(A-13) 	ezz 

A-3 

where 71(m) does not vanish p.p. in any neighbourhood of 

either Tr or 	. By a result of Titchmarsh ([211, Lemma 2.3) 

the integral on the right is a function of exponential type 

which is xoielvr( I co s 01 -S.) • for , any 8 where S is any positive 

26 



number, Hence 
A+ - ;7B  r cos 9 + -AB  2 r 'cos Al.  

G(z),(
0{.  

under same conditions on 6 and S . Now cos (rr+6).-cos6 and 

so either "B  cos e > o or.11--rf-B- cos(r+e)> 0. Therefore the 
2 	' 	2. 

lemMa follows with 0A-B  1A+B1 
2 	2. 

We alsoneed the. following 
00 

LEnMA 8. Let 	I be a sequence of real numbers such that  
la  -co 

)100.1 	Xn2t2;',>0, 	riI < L' oo < n <co . If Ian °( it  ) then n1 

00 
implies that 	an  converges and its sum is equal to the 

above limit. 

Lemma 8 is a generalization of Littlewood's Tauberian 

theorem. For a proof see ((Ol t  pp. 195-196). 

27 
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CHAPTER 4 

PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 

4.1. Proof of Theorem 1. We have to. prove that if f(z). is' 

• an integral function' satisfying 

X32.  111111 <.1, 
- In 400 

co 
lim 	1. (1+111) 
+x-0,00 IXI 

f(An) 	lAn I 
f(z) =q,( ) lim b 	 • 

6,o _00  YAAn) z An 

From (13) it follows that correspondire to each e>o there , 

exists =a positive number X such that 
oo 
(1+111)2Q jr(x+ipl 

-00 , 
for x> X. 

Suppose that w is positive, m (<N) an integer, Am<3E0m+1  

and, X < 	We shall integrate the function 

f(z) 
	 A+tiR 

y-(z) 

along the indicated contour; 
s assumed that wz  .---e 2 

with log w,r-eali If 	deflates:.  

the integral over the side 

joining AAR and *AR where 

R>Q,then by (39) 

(12)  

and 

(13)  

then 

A 
XN+1 



A
N  +w 

r(Z)  w  
Y*(z) 

244R 
a 

(55) 	 if (x +JO el̀  
1 * 

From (54) and Lemma 2 it follows that for a fixed x the 

function f(mp  + z) eirrz  (z + 1.)2Q -+ 0 as z-+oo along the 

imaginary axis. The function f(xp 	" + z) ei  (z + i)2Q• is 

regular and. of exponential type in the upper half plane. By.  

a known theorem [5,  p. 83] it follows that f(x+ipeilTz(z(i)lto 

as f..+0,3 for every fixed x , uniformly in any bounded x-/range. 

Since the range of integration in (55) is finite we coiclude 

that the integral I tends to zero as R-)40 . We can similarly 

prove that the integral along the line joining *- iR and 

A 	iR also tends to zero as R-o.00. We therefore have 
1+4.03 	 kfice 

(50 (A) )11. I 	(0 

	 9V( An) 	 aZt  $qz) 	

£0) 

/11  
A-ico 

2 2 
441
R  

W dx. 

)4(z) 
3E- X00 

Let us suppose now 'that a +8.  and that N-+c0 . Then 
oo 

f (A +14)  
V•(a+i*) 

-co 

y_f ((+iAA  +i:) d.  

-a cc  

el 
+ I )1f ()4+44. 

—eo Q 



W 	(AN it)len.1111(t+Iettc‘i 

0 -N 

30 

Making use of (40) we get 

][

a+4,0 	2.10.+S 
1(z)  wz  dz < w  
Y'(z) 

2-40 

111(A + it)I 

V.:15if(A 	el/1(1-Pleadi 

13 
 N+8- 	c3f 

(,N+s) if(a+ivAdt 

—4 

+8 cq j 	 iv 	2G. 
AN , (A 	

, 	
d e (+41) at 

Corresponding to eackw<1 we can choose E such that 

and then by taking 'N  sufficiently large we can make 
c  liw g 

(e"` w) 'I  arbitrarily small. Thus from (56) we 
It+4,00  

f(At)  wAn 

VAA23.) 

A 

ii  

(w) =,,I-.. 	f(z) 1,4„z 

2114.  KZ) 
)V403 

,By integrating 

f (z)  
Y-(z) 

along the contour of Fig. 2 

we can show that for wi i•A>1 

1 

cz  

e • w <1 

get 

(0<w<1) 



(60) iwz-1  0(w) dw 

(61)  
00 I itrZ-4. 0(w) dw  

) 	1 :  
217%. 

It+ixo f(k.n) 
f(z)  wz  dz -n w • yqz) 

Then. we can choose 

and. I)  such that Am< V <-04 z <1.14<Am.+3.  . And. we have 

	

1 	IL-pito 

	

,....L. 1 wz —1 dw 	f(s) wi3 
2Tr4. 	 , Y•03 ) 

	

0 	 ' IL -440  
00 	v+400 

	

j

...L. wz-3. dw 	f ( s ) ws 

The- double integral 
1 p4+ico 

. -rS23)  ws+z-1  dw 

1 

	

	

ds, 
. Y•(s) 

akatat 	o 1L-Zco 
is1(convergent as may be seen by comparison with the integral 

j

I Ice 
wlx+ Me z-1   1'41,140  I dw di, 

)0(p+i) 
0 '-

whose convergence follows from Lemma 4. 

Hence the integral (60) is absolutely convergent and may 

be calculated by inversion of the order of integration. 

Similarly (61) is absolutely convergent. Inverting the order 

of integration and combining the results, we obtain 
v+4,co p.+400 

j
f(s) 	I 	f(s) ds 

zni S(s) s+z 
.0 ‘"4.00 

or, for --Alma < (Rez < —Am  

31 

(59) 	0( 

*40 
Suppose now that -Am+i< ate z 

ds, 

ds. 

4'3,4 

ami yi(s) o s+z•  



oo 

(62) 	0(w) dw - f(-z)  

For AnLOUz<Ajoi+1  we have therefore 
oo 

f( z) = *(z) jr  W 1 	dw 

32. 

0 

Replacing 4.(w) by' 
ag) 	) 

in the first integral 
ms1 $4"(An? 

a- 	in the second we get 

Making use of (12) and (42) we can prove that the series on 

the right are uniformly convergent so, that we can integrate 

term by term. And we get 

The right hand side in (14) is continuous when Oez a Xm  orAma+1  

and so-(14) holds for these values of z as well. In our 

assumption AmO4Zez 4:Am+, m is arbitrary and therefore (14) 



(1+ 111)2Q  If (x+J.V.)I e-TT I*1  d (k eetlx1  . 

-co 
(63) 

Moreover, by Lemma 2,, (1 41 )2Q  I* + 	(11/Y1  -40 as + 

oo 

* idv. 	ir F(*) e-iWjl  xn 
-oo 

vo 

holds for all z. Thus Theorem 1 is proved. 

Proof of Theorem 2. We have to prove that if f( ) is an 

integral function satisfying 

lim sup If 
±71-+oo 
oo 
(1+ IV] .)2Q  If(i1)1 e 	d <cop 

-oo 
00 

2 	I 	p 
du lost 1114 L3 11 
u 	y,(i 	

jL.

* 

1/pn  
1, 

where $1,(z) is given by.(11) then (14) holds. 

Let: 	 0 and 'consider 

F(v.) 
Y-(1.10 

From (15) it follows that condition (i) of Lemma 5 is satisfied. 

for F(*). Now 

440  
i 	f(z) wz dz 

2Tri y-(z) 
J . i0, 

where w 

By the proof of Lemma 4 it is clear that there exist 

numbers k and. of such that 

II 



in Iwl < 1-€ (•E>0):- cut a.long-. they legative real axis. By loacniaa 5 

it follows that 

< itf< 

34 

uniformly in any bounded X -range. If we suppose for definite-

ness that a0 > 0 then we can deduce as for Theorem 1 that 
N f(t 	 l+too 	 coo 

n) wan 	f(z) w dz 	 f( ) w dz (A<A0 
k 4F 	An  ) 	Si'(z) 	Zfft 	T(z) 	N P4+1 

i00 
Now 

l+ioo 
f(z) wz dz<  
)4(z) 

a -L03 

 

4,03 
r(a+iii)  city  

I (-1-1-iv.) I  

  

  

 

-t00 

 

= wA  I f(A+i'd  v-(a 4:it). 

w A eta oPt 

-CI co 

4)1 
  f(a+i*)  
yip, +JO 

-OD 

dj. 

by (4.0) and (63). Therefore the integral tends to zero as 

A.-3.co if w is sufficiently small. For such values of w 

we have 
tioo oo 

I 
I 	F(  t) ".it  dt -2—Tri: y7(75-  " 

t(z) ...,z 
417  f 

tioo -co 

z 
5P(A) 0 	. 

The' 'series on the right represents an. analytic function of w 



( au) 
- 

Y/(10 	11.)  
dz- 

ant 

WeiAM 
f(z) w  
Y-(z) 

710—too 

f(an) 

Alp.)  

*tia 
j i 	f(z) w  

2Vi 	$P( Z ) 
X-1.00 

In case Ab  Q 0 we may consider $'(z) f() f(0).  Define 
the auxiliary function 

p(z) 
z 	N-oco 140 	- 

=a 

= 

3 

• • . 

But 
71.+tco 

1 

910-440 	-Loo 
for 	< o  <10  • Therefore if 	<X0  < ao then 

'tattoo 
f(z) 

ant y,(z) 
Ito-too 

for 0 <w < 1-E . If A < X< Ara+  where m> 0 (say) then cle'arly 

33 

dz 

Jr  

I 	f(z)  wz  dz 
ani y-(z) 

ito 
ff(z)  wz 

211i Yo(Z) 

(65) 

for 	by (65). In the same way we can prove (59)._ 

The proof can now be, cbmpleted in the same way as in the case 

of Theore41. 



Since Ao  A 0 we have from above 

00 	f(% ) 	f(0) 
(66) 	f(z) f(0) .  14(z)  lim7- 	n 	n  

z 	z 	E40:70-6.  10(0n) 	V2-111) 

where dash to the sign of summation indicates that n A 0. 

Consequently 

36 

co 
f( ) 	f(0) 	)1.-(z) lim \,> 

Epooe_ 

 

f()%n) -6 )4n1 e 
z - A ylon  

y, )  lim 	1 	f(0) 	6 11nI 
640 _00  • y(An) z - An  

Clearly, f(0) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, so that 
eo 	

-61Ani f(0) 	) lim 	, 	 f(0) e  
€4o 	yl(),n  ) 	An 00  

and we get the result in this ease also. 

We note that in Theorem 2 condition (15) may be replaced by 

) 	 < oo 

for some %1  such that-co0.
1 
 <00. 

To prove Theorem 2' we consider the function 

which Satisfies (12), (6?) and (16)..In exactly the same way 

as for Theorem 2 we obtain for O<Aza<CR.ez<Am+1 



.Y/(1)(z-ad 

[d9- tZf(z) ,  
E4° 	ltiTq -757  

ISE 

))1  f(ld 
n.- 

y-(z O 

5"(z) lim 
E-+0 	 

1 
Gw 	If 

 ,, 	
__(z) ,  

q z 	 f(z1-  
- dzq"-"L  x=0 

z f(z) 	
z0 q+1 	 (z)  
z £-+o 	 timkto 

)411 	f(A71) 	; )1+' -e 
y/(1,1)(z-lye) \art 

z f(z) ( 0 q +1= &(z) lim 
E.+47> n.-oo 

f(A n n 

  

37 

Se(3431)(z-An  

   

j t y-(2)2(14-1  a 	[z dq {z±.(z)  
0 	In ,--- w 

€.+0 19.. 	dzq Y-(01 
Ili 



If (z )l < ii 	 Iz l  (1) (b<Tr 

z f 

Thus for all'zqko 

) 	= iqz) lira 

1-6  
lim  11: -zfcz-Z  
E7).0 adzI 1 -z1  

4=1  
)43fPrd 

+ kz)z(01+1  
.0" 

.1110 

.14 zAdw  

z=O 

q1n1 o)q+1 -  
ill(An)(z-A.6) 

1411 	

Edq-1  fzf(z)  
dz(1-1 	

+ ... • 
z=0 

If we take z = zo9  drop the subscript and divide throughout 

by z, we shall get the result. 

kx,2of of Theorem 3.  We have to prove that if f( z) is an 

integral function satisfying 

38 

1 	I  41(1-1  
z2  dz(1  91.21. 	-11.  3(z)f 
[  

a.,Z=0 
40.4 I. 

of (an) zo  q+1 n 	e 
ie(An)(z-121) in 

( 
i  v

+1 
L 

i  
z[d q{

dq 
 z$ 

4. $0,(z)z.9-  
_ 

= Y..(z) lim:› 
ni=-00 

Z=0 



is uniformly convergent for Iwi <1-C where e( >0) can be 

and 

(1.2) lim sup If 
+n-5.0o 

then (14) holds. 
From (1) it follows that, 

As for Theorem 2, we can therefore prove that for sufficient- 

-3.y small values of w with farg wj <TT 
%+Loo 

(58) f(z) w  
21Ti. 	(Z) 

	 In w  
/n.m+1 .  Yitln)  

Sil('‘n)  

f(A ) 

and from (12) d (42') it follows that the series 

arbitrarily small. The series therefore represents an analytic 
function for 'WI < 1-6 , cut along the negative real axis. 

u+iv
$   w .1 eu+iv,  then 

*tic") 

f

f(z) wz 
4.(s) 

%-ifoo 

z 

-Co 

	 e"  d 
Y'(X+il.) 

.39 



i where li(u, % ) 

the integral 

(z) 	z) 	sink( Ei  z) 

,a function of u and 76 . Therefore if 

converges and. therefore represents an analytic function for 

la.rg 

By the principle of analytic continuation (58) holds in the 

region common to lwl < l-E cut along the negative real axis, 

l arg '14.1<  z 	and so certainly on the. segment 0 < w < 1-E < 1. 

In the same way we can prove (59). The proof can be completed 

We shall now show how we, can deduce the theorem of puffin 

and. Schaeffer from Theorem 3, For this we choose E> 0 and. a 

k>14-Q. If we set 

and apply Theorem 3 to the function-.f(z) co(z-zo) we shall get 



       

- zo) 	Ie 

Pion)  
f( ) c0(z-z0 Y-( ) lim 

€-,0 	 n.-cto 

  

z-1 

 

By Lemma 8 the series on the :right is convergent and we get 
oo  0.) 	zo) 

IAAn) 

This is true for all z, and we may therefore take z=z0  and 

drop the subscript; since to(0) = 1, 

	 f()tn)
u 	

z) 
Kz). 

z-an 	501(1  ) 

This is the same as formula (10.5.12) of [51. The proof can 

now be completed as in ([5], p. 193). 
ce If the sequence.k 	is identical with the sequence LL -go 

Theorem 3 takes the form 

If f(z) is an integral function satisfying (1) and 

lim sup Jr(tn 

f(z) ca(z-z ) = y,(z) 

f(z) 

f(z) = L lim 	 
E.+0  

sin'Tr(z 1(n)  

fixed and 	b< Tr then we may apply (68) to 
sin 0( -z0) f(z) and cos co(z-z,)' f(z) so that 

00  sin Tr(z-n) sin.63(n-z0) 
(69) 	sin C,J(z- ) 1(z) 

Tr  0 	E.40 	 z-n 

and 

111 



f(z)  

42 

Multiplying both sides y_ cos Trz, we get 

) • 
e-E,InI f(  

1)n  sin w(z-n)  f(n) e-EInl o. 
z-n 

1  cos Trz lim > 	 )n sin  6)(z-n  f(n) e-4  I I --  
Tr 	E-po -a) 	z-n 

n  cos Trz is equal to cos Tr(z-n) and therefore 

cos IT(i-n) sin co(z-n)  f(n) e-E I I 
z-n 

drop .the subscript we get 

sin tr(z-n) cos ca(z- 
z-n 

Subtracting both the sides of (71) from the corresponding 

sides of (72) we ge 

(73) 	f(z) = lim I'S--  Si11.(Tr ...(4))(z 
E.., 0 IT .1  Z•63:1 

3.im 
E.->e ..00  

If z is not an integer then 

(WO cos (4) 

If. -,we_ :takesp 

sin Tr(z-n) cos 03  
z-n 

and drop the subscript, we get 

f(ii)e  



if 	1(01+ b<TT 4, Putting TT- (4 .cr we get Theorem G. 

Proof of .Theorem 4.  We have to prove that if f(z) is an 

integral function satisfying 
00 

(20) 	um sup 1 	
I 

-- lo
g 

If(x+it)1 	d <0, 
11 	-co 

and. if(n)l<IC n 01+1,±2, ... then If(x)I 0(log N) for 

-03<it<03. 
Consider the ftuiction 

?(z) 
f(z) f(0).  

$3 

Clearly, 

1 lim sup I log 1?("x+i) 
*x-+00 lx1 -oo 

Besides, 151)(1)1 / 2K  , n Is ±1 ±2, i' ini 
by Theorem 1 

70) a sin rz  lim 
E-at 0 7  03  

Since 1?)(n)1 0(-...77.—Y the above seri'es i-Cnot only 'kbel 
In' 

convergent, and 

an 0 

n 

summable but 

Hence 

For real x we. have 

r(z ) _ sin nz 	 
Tr 

therefore 

5P(X)1‹  'Sin TT X I  f (01 4.  \°2  !sin T7(2-'11)1  frol, 

	

nz 	1 IT  	2 —Il  I 	t 	
I  

-oo 	1 	l  

the term corresponding to n ar 0 being omitted from 

  

  

 

. If 

    



1 
2(m+3) 

1 	1  
m-3)2 	-2).1 

1 )4.( 1 	1 ).t.  • .. 
m+2 	. 3 m+3 

1 	( 1 	) m-2 	2 m-3 	2 m-3 	1 M-2 

+(1- 1 )4.(  1 
2 m+1 3 

••• 
m+2 

.4(
.1 + 	4.  • • • + 

1 2 

1 (1.. 4.  3. + 	4.  	)}. 
1 2 	m-1 

1  
(m+2)3 

+ • . + 
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!a-I< x < m, then 

 

 

oo 	1  sinTrX1 	(0)1+Kixf 	+1C1xl\ 
_co  (m-1-n)n 	m+1 (n-m)n Ifooi <If(0)1 + 

+ 1C ,. 'sin. Tr(277- - -1. )1 + 	Isin Tr(X-m)I 
ir pc-m-11 Im-11 	1  13L-•Mi 

We may suppose for definiteness that m is positive. Then for 
m-1( X( m 

if 001<x). 
► { M 

	M 
 + 	 7" 

M 	.., 
+ 	ill • • 

1( M+1 	2(m+2) 3(m+3) 



(Q.L+ 

45* 

4.1.-K2  log ,( -I) 

< K2  log • • 

The proof of Theorem. 5 is similar and. we therefore omit it 

Proof, of Theorem 6. We have, to prove that if -f (z) is an 

integral function of exponential type such that 
, 00 
r2Q 11(r)e 

o 
and f(a31).7. 0 for -co< n<•:!* 	then I( 

We again integrate the function 

• f(z):w  
.$0(z) 

along the contour of Pig 1. If I denotes the integral over 

the line joining• A+iR and. %+iR where R >C1 then by (39) 

%+iR 

which tends to zero as R-÷00 . since the range of integration 

is finite and(4 27.X )2Q ?1(1R2+ )e-4fiR 	-3)0 as R.;+00. We 

can similarly prove that the integral along the line joining 

Itfi•iR and. 1-iR tends to zero as R4co. We therefore have 



e-A+4.41) 
f(An) An I 	f(z) w 

 	k 	) 	y.,( z 
m+1 	n 	J • A-too 

7€14,03 
f(z)  wz dz. 

Zni• 	
. y(z) 

X Leo 

t 

0. 

f$

4pHii .)),  at 

._«, 

w  
les r 

...e 	if„,+i,),d, 
.„N+,) _Q

... 	

. 

. 2-w IN 4. 8.) j f ;m6/0.12) e —41)741 

where A is a constant. Thus the integral ,tends to zero if 

w <e'en. We have therefore 

~(w)......; 
Ate 
f(z) wz dz 1.,(n) An _0 > 

alit 
f

W. 

V,(z) 
1-i.00 

V*(1 ) n n=m+1 

for w <e-tr . We Can similarly prove that '0(w) 0 for w>eTr . 
As for Theorem 1, we have 

	

) =$4.5) w 	 0(w) dw 
o n e 

w 

	

en 	w dw 

yr 
kz) f . ez 	 dt • 

Let us suppose now that a =yr and that 	. Then by 

(39) and. (40) 
A+i.co 

1-ioo 

t(z) wz dz 
Y-( z ) 
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Tr 
) 	ezt x(t) at. 

-Tr .  
The above has been obtained on the assumption that )4 <etz0m+3: 

However from (23) it follows that X(t) is absolutely 

integrable and. so  the above integral defines an integral 
function. Hence by analytic continuation the result is valid 

for all z. 

If X(t)??0 in a set of positive measure, by Lemma 7 there' 

exists a positive number c such that for any fixed. 0 in o<EK2Tr 
Tr
j 	

4  a 	Tr 	le 
X(t)dt > e 

-IT 
e7tre' X(t)dt 	e"

+ 
 re 	r( loos 81-8) 	(.8>0) 

for a sequence of values of r-poo. ,Thus 

(f(-reie )I f (reie )1 > k(  sin 0  )2Q eur I sin Esi +cr !cos eI$cr I 	
I 	r 

Choosing 0 such that IT1sin el +e I co Ell has its maximum value. 42+c2  
we arrive at the conclusion that f(z) is of type >Tr when S' is 

chosen small enough, This is a contradiction and so X(t) 0 p.p, 

and therefore f(z):40. 

We shall now indicate how it is possible to deduce 

Theorem F from Theorem 6. 

Let ?(z). f(z)  where p(z)=z(z-1)(z-2) 
P(z) 

consider the function 

g(z). 

with an 	(n) for 0 <n <p+1. The function 

F(z).g(z+2)-g(z) 	
Trr 

vanishes for 2.0,±1,±2, 	and F(z)=0( Y2 .  



follows that F(z)M0 i.e., g(z+2)E-.g(z). It follows that g(z)•• 

cannot have zeros other than simple zeros at z.01,1•142, 

otherwise the type of g(z) would exceed.,Tr. As such  g(z)   is., 
sin Tr z 

an integral function,  and. we have 
s(z).eaz+b sin irze  

Here a must be zero because the type of g(z) is <Tr. Con.sequently 

f(z) 	b 	s4" 
 
, z  p+1 a n  e sin Tr z +  

p(z) 	 0 z-n 

It follows that f(z)=P(z) sin.1Tz, where P(z) is a polynomial 

of degree < p+2. But by hypothesis f(z) (:)(rP en r) and there-

-fore the degree of P(z) is in fact <p. The proof of Theorem F 

is complete. 

4.2. We shall now apply. Theorem 1 to prove Whittaker's 

result (Theorem H). If f(z) is , defined by (25) and (24) holds 

then for x>0 

If(z)l. f  Ian' 
o lx 321 

n<x n 

=0(m). 
Similarly for x<0 

Let now 
F( z)- f(z)-f(0)  

Clearly, F( z) satisfies (12). Besides 
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If 	>'0 is sufficiently small and 014> 0 is sufficiently 



O0  	a 
+ 	nl,log 
	 ri 
(°14t 

• 
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le 
131.] Ian' 1.ci3x3 	Ex] 

logx+> 

not 

=OM. 
In the same way we can prove that for negative x 

8(x) =0(1001). 
It is now easy to see that F(z) satisfies (13). In fact, the 

function F(z+)1), 0< <1 also satisfies (12) and (13). • 

Therefore if Tn  n 	$ then by Theorem 1 

f( )-f(0) f(t)-1(0)- 	1T, 
sin Tr(z-a) 	(-1) 	 e 

elo  	frn(z-Yn) 

f(C -f(°)  r) ,(2 Since  	---) it follows by Lemma ..8 that the 
Yn(z/rn) 	/111 

series on the right is convergent and therefore 

NI 
i 	 f(z)-f(9).sin Tr(z-A) > (- .n  f(Y

21) f(0) 

) Yn(z-Yd 

where aN  --->0 as 	. Thus 

• 



f(z)-sin tr 

51 

f(0)-sin r(z-X)> 11/92+siniKz-1)21j== (- )n  %Cr:  z-lrn  

sin tr(z..A N  
sin-frA 

, 	
(- 

-N 
)n f(0)4s sin  Tr 

in N  
-1). 

sin Tr) 

As N cx)  sin ir(z-X)>---  (-1)21 f(0)  and sinia)  (- 
-N 	z-Txt  

both tend to f(0). Consequently 

n f(0) 

  

(TO -sinTaif( sinn(z-A) lim 	 (.1)n  11(19")  
N-omo -N 	z-Y 

   

   



a  ).{  log(wI +1)  1 . 
iv! 

N 	if(Yn)1 	 (f (T )1  Hence   is bounded for all N and so E 	n  is 
-N  1;1 	 -°° NI 

convergent. Thus the limit on the right of (74) exists and. 

therefore does that on tlie left. Consequently 

From (25) it follows that f(110.0(111  

This:is possible only if - a' is zero. This proVes 

52 

the desired result. 

Proof of Theorem 7. 
f(t) 

Denote by 1nisntiz  the integral of 

z) H(0 
round the contour of rig. 3. 

Assuming that z lies within 

the contour and zpiAi  for any 

n we get, by the calculus of 

residues 

.2 If(z)  mtn R 	H(z) 

	 f(A)mH' (fin)93n  

and so 
r(tAi) 

f(z)=11(z)E 	 Hifi z- 7".  vt)( /410 



03  
I.  

> 11Pv- 

Hence the theorem will follow if we prove that I n R --)0 as 

m,n,R-÷co . In order to do this we require some estimates. 

Assuring that is not near any oly 	,IS-03,1>2D and. 

It 	say, we have 

N, 	 t 

1 _ -I- N  

fi  
N-+03 .4v 	olv(p.0-1) 
lim 	1+  

x 	cpy  oiot  t-40 
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G(t)  

S Po 

= 

(75)x  
_to fr  

7- f34:, -00 
(/3y—eiy)  

Ov(/31,-t) 

The final product is convergent since for a given 

(Pv")1) 3  
°I))(15y-1) 	V' 

Frol 	< 2D it follows that 

(76) 

1py-titIP»1  
141113Y -t I 

N /I 
>----

i  
+ 

-N' HY' 

If pl is given, then apart from some bounded number of Y, 

X 



N 

	

iti   <r= 
totylitgv-11 	-N 

Take Nwt[211] Hence 

1 

(77)  
14,11/3.0 - 

<4r  logitl+ 0(1). 

The sum E oiy 
1 I is bounded over the possible bounded 

ekceptional set. Hence 

Also with the same N, 

	

41001 	N (4W c3 	<°(1).  -00 N 1° (78) It I(  =-1- .) 	 

From (75),  (76) (77)* and (78) we .get 

G(t
) 
 < Oci) isi8PD 

when IS 0(v1? 	S-/3y1> 21). 

We now find an estimate for (75) when Im 3  is much larger 

than (Re S Let 	+i and_ assume 111> k1( +1) (k1> 1). In 

this case we get, with N.pimi 

The estimate (78) is the same as before and. so in conjunction 

with (78) it gives, 

(80) 	
Hq) 
G(t)1<0(1) gfl 4Dr 	p> it  111>kl(lit +1)). 



)1/2 
2 

An 	14( ()P) 

G'(0(12)( -otn) - _00  

in  8D 1
8D 

11, I  

1 711..S 20 
8D+I 

< 
til*' 

t>'  

Inl >411 
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Finally, an 

the An satisfy 

conditions. We 

oo 
57IA   <c* and 	is subject to the previous 
_00  
have by Cauchy's inequality and Lemma 1, 

A 
estimate for' y: 	n 	is found when 

-oo G'( n) 	otn.) 	• 

Tbl >2131 

Ini
8D 
 	 < 00) > 	z z 1

3- dIrblz 	11101 > 131 	
11.  

(81) 

N9w 

.(82) 

and 

1,0D 
<0(i) 	 " 	)1/2  

-°° It- 

<OW 	 >  
otInl<111 	1'11?-1'11 

ow  ICI  

8D+I 

11
111)_ 	• 

/ 
(85) 



From (80), (81), (82) and (83) we get, for I - 013,1>2D, 

81:91 	0+1 

<0(1)(  111 	+ ill 	+1  
I 12' 

An  

8D+I < 	( 1" 	+2,1  
- 	111 

Ri ttp+-1-2, +I  
< 

Consider now the part of Imn,R  along the side joining 
1 	1- n+ 2  -iR to n+ tiR From (79), (80) and (82) we get for 2 

fixed. z, large n 

It is seen that if D< 1  then p> 1 'can be chosen so that 
24 	' 

each of the above integrals goes to 0 as R-400  

For the integral joining n+-3-:-+iR tom -1-44R we have 2 
for. large R and. fixed. z (R>k(max( 	-1-)) from (80) 

2 

till 

2 



.m. z ,tit 

R 

1
- 11(3) (3 

f"n)e  
t4/7  Ht(Pn)  /6696 7z  

Fig. 4 f(pe-43 

<0(1)

max(mol) 
i 

4/0D It 4D++ 
ct -t • 

IS1(1 +111) 
• o 

S7 

j 	2 	f(t)  

H(0q-z) 
n+4•-+J.R 

Again D4 1  ensures that this goes to. 0 as. mi /17-4.0o. For 
24 

fixed 	n let R--->O0 and. 'then let tit. n — oo. Prom the above 

ImIntR ---> 0 and so the theorem is .proved. 

Proof of Theorem 8. Integrate 

f(0e-tS 	
(OW 

round 15.  and 

f(3)et' 

H(S) Sq.* 

round 12  . 

Suppose z lies within 

Then 

H()3(3-z) 
f(S)86.3' 	d. 
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[Tit

f on)  :fin 	f (0)  
. H /( 3n)/3 1 (PCZ) 	11(f))  (-9  



J  -Zoo 

can be easily shown to tend to 0 with E Hence 

E3 ..-E1) 	f (3)  	dl  
H(t)q—z 

Using the estimates found in Theorem 7, we get 

Jr 4.r .t i )  t me-al  
11 1, J1c. 	

( 
H(ovs-z) d,  

. 	1 	I n4 	41)+-7,- 	4f,D ... r_•2.- 	• •• 	,,,, 	. . 	e  
.10(1) 	ISI 	,  11 	dm 

A 	I +Ili 	klz  

4.e.s(ni.21), (k(111+1) isrot 4D+ i 

C61 

jo 	
/ 	3 1(T+1/1) 

.E( 	
) 	I t!

VD-1.101k 
421   

(111+1) 	IS12  (I+  PIO 	41.1 

and Ia+Ib+Ic -->0•as these sides go to infinity,. Similarly 

for other half of the contour, Besides 

-1-im 2 

1 . 11(0a- 	14.(Ptq-z)  

goett 	gpe ES  Id  

58 

as the sides go to infinity and we get 

f(p) 	00 	
+(PIO 	-El/31mq. f(z)=H(z) 	 + lim 

H (0) 	64o .00 	W(,) (z 	fitY 
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4.3. Proof of Theorm_1.  We have to prove that if f(z) is 

regular and of exponential type in largzi<e(1-7-k, 

h(1:(4)< k Trsind<irsin.ot ,:.and 4(o)< Tr (3.-k), then f(z)=f3.(z)+f2(2,) 

where f2  (z) is an entire function of exponential type <Tr 

satisfying the inequality f2(x) 0(111-0  ) for 	and 

fi(z)= 0(r-1 kiT  e r sin. el )1 	z=rele , 

uniformly for lelp<ot 

Let us choose r>1 such that kr< 1 and. consider the functin 

F(z)s.f(rz) 

F(z) is regular and of exponential type < it sin 4:4 in 

and. hr(0)= A<nr(1-k). 

Suppose that w is positive., p a positive integer and 

0 < 3< )E< Ai. We shall integrate the function 

F(z)  w  
Yqz) 

along the contour of•Fig. 5; Let p-.froo then the absolute 

value of the integral along 

the, side &a Ap  +8 is less 



Np+g, , 3 
< c1514 	°P+" - 	IF( )1,-1- t+ZOle-711.1di 

411-C 0,  1 

+03.6wAFP  (Ar  +8' )4Q IF ( y ti-i. le-111111  (1+111)2Q  dl- • f 
IV>o,  

< C15/4: 	k  
X tS, e O

rp6') f i 	-TrAhAptg hifl  
FO1p+t-Hite 

+c17w r (Ap+8) 3  e 	iP(Ap+t4Alle • 
—174,4 ttrila  

(1411)c1 
11>Q. 

8) 

so 

a 4 iop4) nO 
<c18w P e  (e>o) 

EP +6' 
18(e w e )  

Thus the integral tends to zero if w <e- 
714-ooei4  16 

)=.____ F(z)wz dz 4. 	F(z)wz  
Pri, 5'(z) 	zri, y,(z ) 

xi-coc4A 	x 	, 

. We have therefore 

for w <e-  . The series is convergent for 1w! < e-5t  "" e• , E> 0. 

lance 1(w) is analytic in an angular region containing av-=0, 

(85) is valid for co<i1< e-7.X 	< e 

Suppose now that 004 z< 1. Then we can choose 

0 < 	z < kt.<1, And we have 

f  
(11) 	

f 
w-z-1 f(w)dw 	4-z-1 

2,nt 

	

0 	 0 Zot p-fcoe 



But 

F(s)w  
W(s) 

ptooe id 

0 

( p. +re 	) 
F(p,+re-i-  )  ft,+re-iet  

-iot w  

00 

9 	(F+r, 

0 

<c20 w  

z -nratift µ,+r +21Lrond)2Q IL+ro3-30tdr  
r sin et 
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is convergent 

t" 
Inverting the order of integration and addinf, we obtain 

t~ It -1.0342. 4  

0 

	
F(s) 

Trt 	V- (s) s-z 	
F(s)  ds . 

I 51,(s) s-z 
jw-z- 

I  

-Lot µ.+00e 	t.'" 
us choose V such that 0 < 'V <62ez Kft<1 and integrate.  

It follows that the double integral 

I '-(s)
F(a)  

11.-toor ts'i  

The same argument may be applied to the 

w+ooed 

w- z-1 

I w 
	

F( s)  w d . 
( ) 

F( s) 
y-($) s-z 

along the contour of Fig. 6.. flaking m,00 , we get 
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F(s) ds
(s) s—z 

-ot tkfooe b  
Y40 s—z 

ry. 
F(s) ds 
Y-(s) s—z 

-/vtooe4°1 Zeit 

511(S) S—z 
P(s) ds 

Ft g. 6 

Ifoo*>-1 then 

an (87) can therefore be written as 
V 9+00eiet 

jw—z-1 fi(w)cur F(z) 	F(s) ds i F(s) ds 
~(z) Zfft Y,(S ) s—z 2 TT4 4(S ) s—z 

Vt On 
-Lot 

i 

4o V 
For 0 <Otez <1 we have therefore 

V 	 V+01:00./i 

F(z).= y< 	,f,(w)d...Y-(z) F(s)  
211Ti' 	KS) 

0 v+ooe 4(  

A 00  

111(Z)= 	 >
n= FOn

)w n 	j w 1 dw + Y-‘z 	y(w) dw 
o  	 5( 32) 

V 

f 	 j F( ) ds $4(z) F(s) ds 
;ATI' Y( s) s—z 	zTrZ P(s) s—z 

v+00C."4  

Y-(z)e 

• 

ds ...1k(z) P(s) ds 
s z 	2TT4 	Ks) s•-z 

i-coetot 

n= Z—Art 



=I'2(z)+P3(z)-P1(z) 

where 

F2(z)== y-(z)e 	
n.1 	z-b A 

is an integral function of exponential type <Tr+g-  Thus 

f(pz)=F2(z)+F3(z)-F1(z) 

and 

f(z)=P2(z//0)+F3(z60)-F1(zip) 
=f (z)+fI  (z) 

where f2(z)=F2(zip)+F (z#0) is an integral function of type < 

(n4)/f., Since A<V(l-k) it is possible to find le> k such 

that 
A<Trp(1-k9s.)11  

Put 8.. 	Trf(1-10). Thus f2(z) is au integral function of 

exponential t e r +1T(1-k ) which can be made Or by choosing 

oo 
Let us now take for the sequence fan} 	the sequence in} 

-oo 	 -oo 
y,(z) becomes Bin Z  and. it is easy to verify that f2(z) so 

obtained. satisfies f2(X)=0(-1--) as x -4-00 and for every le> k 

(z)'20(r*'°1 ek rrr 'sin 81 )  

uniformly for 181</3<4 • We now observe that in the statement 

of the theorem h(±00#  b_(0) satisfy strict inequalities and 

therefore we can find. -It such that h(t.01)(itrr sin oi< lorsinot , 

h(0)(1q1-40 If we work with 4z instead of k we shall get 

the desired result. 
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ck <k i< 1). P= 
00 

z=reie# 



WortgAt 21 

v.O T  

where A' is a constant. Thus the integral tends to zero if 

Proof of Theorem _10. We jiategrate the function 

(r09e6M(7,-)070-
W*03 

along the contour of Fig. 5. Let p—cio I  then the absolute 

value of the integral along the side ate z = Ap +S is less 

than-or equal to 

j

oy 

W 
)ip+g 	f(Ar+8.+44)   la  

VON+ t+ q) 11.  

..00 

f(z) 
51)( z ) 

We have therefore. 

ff (W) ---  r (Z)  W dZ + 
2ilti  Y'<Z) 	wrri, 

X tone la 

tot x+coe 
f(z) 
V'(z) 

f(A ) A 
dz = —> 	n  w 0  

n=1 k ln)  

for w <e— 

As in the proof of Theorem 90  we have 

f(z)= y-(2) w 	ff(w)dw 	 (z) f(s)  ds 
2Tri, 

0 	
vd(s/  ‘ s-z •  -tot 

	

vtooe 	4 
y+03e ct  

.  KZ)f  r(s)  ds 

	

2,1Ti. 	/ N /,‘E3/ /3.16Z 
V 



- 	
v 	Vtooe:ct  

= y(z)z) 	z-1 1  A -1.1,w)dw-V:10(.1 	)f(s) ds 

e- Tr 	211 	• 	y(s) 
viteect  v 

v 	vtooet°1  
ezt 4i(s-t)dt-W( t  )f  (s) ds 

2Tri 	y(s) s-z 
viva y 

0 	 V 	vtcoeid 

I = .(z) 	ezt  ii(t)dt-/I2.( 	t 	)f(S)  ds1  
2Tri 	, 	y,(s) s-z 

--ir -Lot 
VtOpe V 

It is easy to see that each of the two functions 

jo 
ezt (t)dt 

rtooe;  
f(a) ds 
y-(s) s-z 

tend. to zero uniformly in the angle larg 214/3 <o1 and. so  the 

result follows. 

-Tr 
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